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Summary of the main features

Video recording

Video editing

Livestreaming

Mobile devices

Video generation from presentations

Slideshow

Video production in corporate design 

Enterprise Licensing Model

With coovi, multimedia content can be recorded easily, directly from the browser or via the app. The integrated recording
application allows users to record multiple media sources – including audio – in parallel, Screen and webcam view. The
captured content is automatically merged into one video.

The video editor contains various tools for video editing, can be used easily and is also integrated into the Platform. 
Popular video and audio editing features such as video cutting, image and text addition, zoom in on sub-areas, add blur 
or add subtle music to videos are complemented by expert functions. In addition, other users can optionally be invited 
to edit videos together.

Live events can be safely transmitted to an unlimited number of participants. Spectators have the option of participating 
during the live broadcast via a chat function. Finished live streams can then be saved as videos and retrieved as video 
contributions at any time via the browser and other devices such as smartphones and tablets.

coovi offers the possibility to record videos on the go and to transfer existing recordings from the mobile device into the
coovi video platform. View, search, and comment on videos from your smartphone or tablet.

Import your own PowerPoint presentations and make them available as attractive video presentations. If you wish, your 
notes can be automatically synthesized in the selected language using the „Speech Synthesis“ function. The audio voice 
is played back in the same sequence as the page displayed.

Present documents in a kind of digital slideshow that can be automatically or sequentially accessed at the click of a 
mouse. The slideshow differs from the video primarily in its presentation character. It does not use moving images, but 
static, clearly separated images.

The Video Content Management System from coovi centralizes and manages all video files. If desired, coovi auto-
matically provides all videos with opening and closing credits as well as scene cover pages, which can be defined 
according to the corporate design specifications. This includes an audio jingle or your logo as a watermark.
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Quality assurance

Integration into existing applications

In-Video Questions 

Quiz

Video Courses and Course Plans

Certificates and badges

Analysis

coovi‘s review process is an optional function for the quality assurance of contributions that takes effect before publication 
on the platform. The article can be checked against numerous criteria, such as content accuracy and video quality. The 
review is carried out by one or two reviewers, who can either activate the article or return it to the author for rework. 

Using the „SCORM“ export, video trainings can be easily integrated into existing Learning Management Systems (LMS) 
and shared with any number of employees, partners or customers. In addition, videos can be embedded in the compa-
ny‘s internal Wiki or in websites via the embedding function and displayed on all end devices. Furthermore, the platform 
offers interfaces (REST, SOAP) for the automated publication of articles in third-party systems (e.g. MS Sharepoint).

Interactive in-video questions can be inserted at any point in a video. Multiple selection and simple selection questions 
are available as question types. The use of in-video questions increases the concentration and at the same time the 
commitment of the employees as they are actively involved in the video training. 

The integrated quiz function enables the assessment of knowledge and offers new possibilities for improving learning 
outcomes. Quizzes can be performed anywhere and at any time. A choice of six intuitive question types and configura-
tion options help trainers to create the quiz. 

Learning videos can be linked to quizzes for an online course and assigned to selected target groups. The employee 
is automatically notified via e-mail and can also be displayed in the coovi user interface. More comprehensive subject 
areas can also be bundled into a course plan. coovi offers an intuitive structure for systematic structuring and enables 
the compilation of attractive online courses without any programming knowledge. 

After completing a course, coovi enables you to download a personalised certificate. If necessary, certificates provide 
relevant proof of acquired skills to ensure compliance within the company. In addition, badges for active participation in 
the platform can be awarded optionally in order to promote the motivation of the participants. 

The analysis functions provide authors and managers with valuable insights. Clear dashboards facilitate control, reports 
enable precise evaluations, explorers and authors receive motivating impulses. Authors, trainers and editors quickly 
gain a differentiated overview of how and which training content is used. Trainees receive an overview of completed 
training courses, acquired qualifications, their previous time expenditure and achieved results. 

QR Code generator
The coovi QR code generator automatically generates QR codes for each of your contributions. You can link your learning 
videos with products, documents or technical devices and provide employees & customers with quick access to suitable 
content when printed and glued on. Are your devices already equipped with QR or barcodes? With the mobile coovi app 
you can scan existing codes and assign content to the platform. 


